PanelLock

Key Features:
- The New PanelLock is a quick and easy to use fixing system that can be used in a wide range of applications.
- It can be either Removable or Permanently Fixed, choose ‘lock’ or ‘unlock’ when fixing the female section.
- PanelLock allows for adjustment to be made after the panel has been fitted – so no need to fit and refit again and again.

Using PanelLock means the job is completed quicker.
Using PanelLock also means there’s no need to drill a number of holes (for refitting) in the carcase thereby weakening it.
Manufactured in glass filled nylon this fixing system is extremely tough and will withstand heavy loads.
There are literally thousands of uses for the New PanelLock.

In Kitchens use on:
- Corner Posts
- Access Panels
- Pipe Boxing
- Filler Panels
- Dummy draw fronts
- Infill panels above fridges & below ovens
- Bridging panels above American fridge freezers
- Return plinths etc..

Other Applications:
- Wall access panels
- Ceiling rafts
- Timber bath panels
- Window board connection joints to UPVC sill section
- Shelf configurations for mirror wardrobes
- Wall panel fixing
- Toilet cubicle work Etc.

As PanelLock can be used on numerous projects – one product suits all. This means less down time and no need to stock up on different fixings for various jobs.

Directions for Use:
Simply fix the large PanelLock section onto the unit with the screws provided.
Next with no measuring required, line up and mark the panel to be joined, by using the centre marking line.
Finally, fix the small PanelLock with screws and clip together.
If locking is required choose ‘lock’ and fix the male piece into this side

Consumer Benefits:
- A necessary product for all kitchen fitters and joiners.
- No need to buy a number of different fixings for various jobs.

Product Advantages:
- Brand new strong fixing that can be Removable or Fixed.
- PanelLock enables margin for adjustment once it has been fitted.

Retailer Opportunity:
PanelLock can be sold with every kitchen sale and as a New product fitting to all joiners.